Sensory cortices display a suite of ubiquitous dynamical features, such as ongoing noise vari-1 ability, transient overshoots, and oscillations, that have so far escaped a common, principled 2 theoretical account. We developed a unifying model for these phenomena by training a re-3 current excitatory-inhibitory neural circuit model of a visual cortical hypercolumn to perform 4 sampling-based probabilistic inference. The optimized network displayed several key biologi-5 cal properties, including divisive normalization, as well as stimulus-modulated noise variability, 6 inhibition-dominated transients at stimulus onset, and strong gamma oscillations. These dy-7 namical features had distinct functional roles in speeding up inferences and made predictions 8 that we confirmed in novel analyses of awake monkey recordings. Our results suggest that the 9 basic motifs of cortical dynamics emerge as a consequence of the efficient implementation of 10 the same computational function-fast sampling-based inference-and predict further proper-11
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pref. ori. not otherwise prescribe any specific dynamics. 383 Nevertheless, we found that the network exhibited teractions between E and I cells (i.e. the so-called 397 "PING" mechanism 21 ).
398
The network also showed strong transient re-399 sponses such that average population rates had a 400 marked contrast-dependent overshoot at stimulus 401 onset, consistent with recordings in V1 3 (Fig. 5d , 402 left-middle). Finally, we found that inhibition tran-403 siently dominated over excitation during stimulus 404 presentation, as in the V1 of the awake mouse 2 405 ( Fig. 5g , left-middle). This was indeed apparent in the associated 515 power spectra (Fig. 6c ), and autocorrelograms 516 that even showed negative-going lobes (Fig. 6c , response levels (Fig. 5d, 7a S9 ). Thin green line shows the time-varying target mean. Three systems are compared: a cell displaying a marked transient overshoot (as seen in the network, red), a cell whose mean and standard deviation converged exponentially with a timescale given by the membrane time constant (dashed black), and a hypothetical instantaneous system that exhibited a discrete jump in its mean (and variance, dashed grey). (b) Divergence between the target distribution at a given point in time and the distribution implied by the neural activity sampled in the preceding 100 ms, for each of the three systems (colors as in a). The mean-dependent term of the divergence is shown here, which depends on the difference between the target mean and the running average of samples (shown in a, right) (see Fig. S9 for the full divergence). Black bars in a-b show stimulus period. (c) Top: overshoot magnitude versus steady state difference in membrane potentials (see a for legend). Each dot corresponds to the response of one cell to one particular stimulus. Bottom: overshoot magnitude as a function of stimulus orientation (relative to preferred orientation). (d) Top: same as c, top, for firing rates. Bottom: average rate overshoot across cells whose preferred orientation is aligned with the stimulus (0 ± 30°), or near-orthogonal to it (90 ± 30°). (Fig. 7a, black dashed) ; and 3. a sys-574 tem that underwent the same overshoots as the 575 original network (Fig. 7a, red) . We found that constraints yielded similar transients to those that 603 we observed in the network (Fig. S9c ).
604
The hypothesis of increased sampling accuracy exhibited this effect (Fig. 7c, top) , which also 611 resulted in transients being orientation tuned, 612 reflecting the tuning of stationary responses 613 (Fig. 7c, bottom) . These results also held for firing 614 rates (Fig. 7d ). While stimulus-onset transients Fig. S9d ), and were orienta-626 tion tuned (Fig. 7e, bottom) .
627
Discussion 628 We have shown that a canonical neural network shown in Fig. 1a, see also Fig. S1 ). The prior co- (Fig. 2d, top left; Fig. S1 ).
954
The ideal observer's posterior over latent spatial 955 features y under the GSM for a given image, x, 956 and a known contrast z, can be written as 43 :
and
Although, in general, z would also need to be in- where · is the threshold-linear function, and α nl , 970 b nl , and n nl are respectively the scaling, base-971 line, and power of the transformation (Table S1, where Σ η is the stationary covariance matrix and τ η is the timescale of the process noise (Ta-990 ble S1). Firing rates r i were given by a supralinear 991 transformation of membrane potentials: 992 r i (t) = k u i (t) n (10)
where k and n were respectively the scale and 993 exponent of the firing rate nonlinearity (Table S1 ).
994
As in standard models of V1 simple cells 72 , the 995 stimulus-dependent input to each neuron was ob-996 tained by applying a linear filter W ff to the stimulus 997 followed by a static nonlinearity:
where x(t) was the stimulus (input image) re- 
